
Natural Acacia wood Pizza Board Pizza Serving Paddle

Main features of Natural Acacia wood Pizza Board TSPB006

1. Made of 100% Natural hardwood for years of use and beautiful enough to display. Acacia wood Pizza Board TSPB006 has
natural  look  and  is  perfected  by  the  pattern  of  the  wood  from which  it  was  made.  It  has  warm color  creates  the  perfect
canvas for each item you serve.  Acacia wood Pizza Board TSPB006 has a built-in hanging slot, so you can keep it clean and
out of the way when not in use.
2. Made of sturdy, solid wood, this serving board is built to withstand repeated use.
3. Our hand sanding creates a smooth luster finish, and a beveled edged paddle for ease of use. 
4. No harmful varnish or lacquer were used in the making of this paddle
5. Multi-function: for pizza, bread,cheese,meat ect, even can be as a pizza cutting board.
6. The large size pizza board surface is great for showcasing a variety of menu items. 
7. Specification of existing models from Tsingbuy China pizza tools supplier

6/7/8/9/10/11/12/13/14/15  inches  in  diameter  for  choices  and  customized  size,  patterns  is  welcomed  in  Tsingbuy
China wood pizza board manufacturer.
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Notes when using
To maintain this board's natural beauty, it should be wiped down with a damp cloth after use and occasionally sealed with
mineral  oil  for  long-lasting  durability.  With  its  rustic  finish  and  contoured  design,  these  wooden serving  board  is  a  stylish
alternative to traditional serving and display ware. Hand wash only.
 

Other patterns of Natural Acacia wood pizza board

 

https://www.chinabakeware.com/products/Pizza-Tools.htm






 

Other Wood Pizza Board Patterns from China wood pizza board manufacturer

 

https://www.chinabakeware.com/products/High-Quality-Customized-Pine-Wood-Pizza-Board.html






 

About us

Tsingbuy Industry Limited is the leading China bakeware manufacturer and has engaged in bakeware industry for more than
12 years. We have been always striving to producing the best baking products, raging from sheet pans, loaf pans/toast tins,
baguette trays, OEM industry cup trays, bakery trolley, cooling rack and many other series to baking related tools like Pizza
stone, Pizza board, Pizza peel, bread banneton baskets, PP baskets, bakery couche, baking mat and so on. We have many
successful and pleased customization cases by cooperation with International customers. We have also taken a leading role
with  China pizza peel  factory  to  provide  high-quality  and  metal  pizza  peels  to  international  customers  and  customized
service with professional team.

https://www.chinabakeware.com/products/Aluminum-pizza-peel-with-wood-handle-TSPS02.html
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